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E X P E R T  C O M M E N T A R Y

An anniversary date model can secure timely payments – and need not generate 
excessive complexity, writes Robert Hagmeier of EWM Global

Amid the unprecedented growth in private 
markets and the increasingly competitive 
environment over the past decade, firms 
have become experts in finding ways to gen-
erate maximum value from their investment 
strategies. Rewarded based on the ability to 
identify and deliver optimal returns, carried 
interest remains the industry’s gold standard 
employee incentive and shows no sign of 
losing favor anytime soon. 

Given the amount of money derived 
from carried interest, it is not surprising 
that the mechanics of the calculation have 
come under scrutiny from LPs seeking 
transparency into the fees they pay. Today, 
most limited partnership agreements state 
the general methodologies behind the car-
ry calculation, leaving only limited room 
for interpretation from GP finance depart-
ments. One area often left ambiguous is the 

compounding model used in determining 
the preferred return hurdle. When it comes 
to this calculation, a significant portion of 
firms choose simplicity over optimization. 
In doing so, they run the risk of inflating 
preferred returns, delaying carry payments 
to deal team members, and even lowering 
total carry payouts. To explore how these 
inefficiencies arise, we’ll compare two com-
monly used European waterfall models and 
measure the impact of their different pre-
ferred return interpretations on a hypothet-
ical fund.

The easy option – fixed date 
compounding
In an effort to simplify the preferred return 
calculation, many firms compound all their 
fund’s outstanding capital on a fixed calen-
dar date each year. Maintaining a fixed date 

waterfall model tends to reduce complexity 
compared to other approaches, but the sim-
plicity comes at a cost. 

A fixed date approach means that few (if 
any) of the capital calls accrue preferred re-
turn for a full 12-month period before the 
accrued amounts compound and begin ac-
cruing interest of their own. Not only does 
early compounding always result in a higher 
hurdle compared to more precise methods, 
it also results in a larger true hurdle than the 
rate stated in the LPA.

The fixed date model’s impact on mar-
ginally profitable funds (ie, funds that liqui-
date with an IRR close to the hurdle rate) 
can be significant. Keeping the hurdle low 
in an underperforming fund may prove 
the difference between partners receiving a 
small amount of carry or none at all. Fixed 
date compounding is particularly damaging 

Lifting the curtain on carried 
interest calculations
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A worthwhile alternative? 
Anniversary date compounding
Firms looking to keep their hurdle low may 
opt for an anniversary date model. This cal-
culates separate preferred return accruals 
for each capital call and compounds them 
on their respective anniversary dates. This 
model introduces two main complexities: 
(1)  It can be difficult to maintain separate 

preferred return accruals for each 
capital call

(2)  Handling exits resulting in the partial 
pay down of a commitment may become 
more difficult. Partially returned capital 

calls require the financial controller to 
retroactively split the commitment into 
a returned portion, which no longer 
accrues preferred return after the 
exit date, and an unpaid portion that 
continues to accumulate.  
Despite the inherent complexities, an 

anniversary date waterfall tracks accrued 
preferred return on outstanding capital 
more accurately than a fixed date model and 
will always result in a lower hurdle value. 
Depending on the size and timing of cash-
flows, carry payments to partners may also 
be available earlier in the fund’s life. 

A model fund

Capital call

Predicted exit proceeds

$125m
$95m
$160m

$205m

$130m

$180m

$105m

Mar 1, 2019  CC1

Jun 5, 2019  CC2

Oct 20, 2019  CC3

Apr 8, 2020  CC4

Sep 1, 2020  CC5

Feb 11, 2021  CC6

Mar 30, 2021  CC7

$205m
$115m

$295m

$341m

$470m

$464m

$330m

EXIT 1 Dec 1, 2022  

EXIT 2 Aug 15, 2023  

EXIT 3 May 13, 2024  

EXIT 4 Jun 30, 2025  

EXIT 5 Dec 16, 2025  

EXIT 6 Jul 18, 2026  

EXIT 7 Oct 5, 2027  

$1bn
in capital calls

8%
preferred return hurdle

100%
GP catch-up

Waterfall parameters

80%
LP 

20%
GP carry split 

$2.2bn
 in exits

$1.2bn
gross profit

Fund results

16.34%
Fund IRR

$244m
Carried interest paid

in these scenarios. Funds with substantial 
returns also feel the impact of sub-optimal 
compounding, albeit to a lesser extent than 
their low-IRR counterparts. Funds capable 
of repaying the preferred return and satis-
fying the GP catch-up will be brought into 
equilibrium (eg, 80 percent LP, 20 percent 
GP) and will not see an impact to their final 
carried interest numbers, but the partners in 
those funds may still feel the impact in the 
form of time-value loss. A larger hurdle re-
quires larger realizations before being paid 
down, which means partners are often paid 
on their carry later in the fund’s life. 

$1bn LP commitment 
recouped
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Model analysis
Our model fund achieves a 16.34 percent IRR 
and realizes gross profits of $1.22 billion, more 
than enough to repay the preferred return and 
the GP catch-up for both waterfall models. 

The full $1 billion in investor commit-
ments are recouped on the fifth exit on De-
cember 16, 2025, which leaves $426 million 
available to pay down the accrued preferred 
return and GP catch-up. It is at this point 
that the two models begin diverging. The 
preferred returns and the GP catch-up re-
quirements vary greatly between the fixed 
date and anniversary date waterfalls. 

The fixed date waterfall accrues a pre-
ferred return more than $44 million larger 
(11.7 percent) than the anniversary model. 
A greater portion of the proceeds are then 
required to satisfy the fixed date hurdle un-
der this model, leaving less than $3 million 
left over from the fifth exit to put towards 
the GP catch-up – compared to $47 million 
using the anniversary date model. 

The remaining portions of the GP catch-
up is paid off under both models on the sixth 
exit in July 2026. Having repaid half of the 
catch-up during the previous exit, the anni-
versary date model only requires a further 
$48 million before reaching the carry phase 
of the waterfall. 

But using the fixed date waterfall, the 
sixth exit results in more than $102 million 
in outstanding GP catch-up.

Once both models surpass the GP catch-
up and begin splitting proceeds 80/20 in 
favor of the fund’s LPs, their total perfor-
mance fees reach a state of equilibrium. 
They are then differentiated only by tim-
ing disparities in their cashflows. The $44 
million difference in payout values after the 
fifth exit is not resolved for seven months, 
creating a time value loss on the fixed date 
proceeds. Discounting the $178 million in 
carry cashflows from the fifth and sixth exits 
at a 5 percent annual rate, the two models 
have different net present values.

Complexity is no longer a barrier 
to optimization
The fixed date model’s time value loss of 
nearly $1.3 million is large enough to mer-
it consideration from finance departments 
when establishing waterfall terms for future 
funds. Even when applying a conservative 
discount rate equal to that of the current 
three-month US Treasury rate (2.21 percent 
at the time of writing), the time value loss is 
still approximately $570,000. 

closely align the preferred return calculation 
with the percentages outlined in the LPA. 
There is therefore a strong argument for 
abandoning fixed date waterfalls. 

Not only is the reduction in investor 
IRR negligible, complexity is no longer a 
limiting factor given the availability of wa-
terfall calculation technology. 

At a fraction of the cost of an inefficient 
(or inaccurate) waterfall spreadsheet, digital 
third-party solutions are now sufficiently 
advanced to handle the complexities of most 
waterfalls. 

The private equity industry’s search for 
value should extend to the way firms handle 
their employee benefits, and the opportu-
nity to generate additional value through 
optimized waterfalls is an attractive means 
of doing so. 

With millions of dollars in lost time val-
ue potentially at stake, finance departments 
should take a closer look at their waterfalls 
so that they can decide whether the simplic-
ity of the fixed date approach is worth the 
cost. ■ 

Fixed date  
compound

Anniversary date 
compound

Preferred return  $423,168,981 $378,810,049

GP catch-up  $105,792,245 $94,702,512 

Fixed date  
compound

Anniversary date 
compound

Catch-up paid as carry on Exit 5 $2,831,019 $47,189,951

Catch-up paid as carry on Exit 6 $102,961,226  $47,512,561 

Carry paid on Exit 6 $72,207,755 $83,297,488

Total Carry Paid* $178,000,000 $178,000,000

Fixed date  
compound

Anniversary date 
compound

Net present value $172,988,512 $174,257,597

Time value loss $1,269,085  – 

Preferred return and GP catch-up totals after exit 5

GP catch-up and carry payments

Time value analysis

*Does not include Exit 7, which pays a further $66 million in carry proceeds for both models.

NPV assumes a 5% annual discount rate

“The private equity 
industry’s search for 
value should extend to 
the way firms handle 
their employee benefits, 
and the opportunity 
to generate additional 
value through 
optimized waterfalls is 
an attractive means of 
doing so”

While it is true that any added GP value 
comes at the expense of the fund’s LPs, the 
difference in limited partner IRRs between 
fixed date and anniversary compound models 
for this fund was only 0.035 percent, arising 
due to the fixed date model’s tendency to 
inflate the preferred return above the LPA’s 
stated rate. 

Anniversary date waterfall models more 

Robert Hagmeier is part of EWM Global’s 
Business Development Team and has a 
specific focus on the private markets. Since 
joining EWM in 2011, he has worked with 
some of the world’s largest private equity, 
credit and real estate firms. Hagmeier is based 
out of the firm’s London office. Prior to joining 
EWM Global, he worked at The Hartford 
Insurance Company, specializing in deferred 
compensation plans, and at ING Investment 
Management.
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A CFO’s desktop should never look like this.

EWM Global is leading the digital transformation
of carried interest administration. 
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